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Introduction

The FCC released its first itera�on of Fabric-based Broadband Data
Collec�on (BDC) results on November 18th, 2022. Many readers
navigated to the map, saw an abstract set of polygons, zoomed in to
an area of interest (perhaps their home), experimented with some of
the search features, then concluded “I’ve got it”.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Volumes of data were
included in the release that the casual observer is unlikely to discover.
It can be sliced by geography, by technology, by provider, by category
of service (fixed vs. mobile, as an example), and by other dimensions.

The following pages showcase the wealth of data included. In many
images mul�ple sets of data are juxtaposed, which is how many
analy�cal minds like to view data.

Data is provided by the FCC at census block and H3 Level 8 (fixed) and
Level 9 (mobile) resolu�ons. The H3 hexagons, while abstract (their
IDs do not intrinsically relate to tracts, coun�es, or states) offer a level
of precision in rural areas that was not previously available with FCC
477 data.

The following pages give numerous examples of how data can be
visualized. They compare newly released FCC H3 data to historic 477
data and to Census Bureau demographic data (e.g. block group
resolu�on). Demographic data measures very different KPIs than FCC
coverage data, so it is reasonable that it should be presented
differently.

Finally, the last few pages compare fixed broadband data to mobile
broadband data in seeking to understand how historically mobile

providers offer fixed broadband solu�ons.

A Community Revisited

BroadbandToolkit.com recently released a whitepaper discussing how
Ookla Broadband Performance Data (or a similar data set) could be
used to assess fixed broadband performance over a large geographic
area (typically a county or a state) with powerful, colorful, and
carefully labeled visualiza�ons. The whitepaper focused on Pueblo
County, CO, as a reference geography.

In this whitepaper we will briefly revisit Pueblo to see how operator-
reported data can be visualized.

Figure 1 shows a map of the county, with roads, mountains, and a
vast number of colored hexagons. Each hexagon represents an area
where one or more loca�ons has service at 25 Mbps down / 3 Mbps
up or be�er, with low latency. We chose this threshold, even though
speeds are o�en much higher, because the NTIA will use the number
of unserved (less than 25-3) loca�ons in the alloca�on of BEAD funds
across states.

The BEAD process and the desire of states to discover “missing”
unserved loca�ons is discussed in another whitepaper “Loca�on
Challenges: the new math of broadband funding”.

Figure 1 displays four different colors of icons, each represen�ng a
technology:

� Fiber (red)
� Cable (orange)
� DSL / Copper (light blue)
� Licensed Fixed Wireless (mustard)

https://broadbandmap.fcc.gov/home
https://h3geo.org/
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers#ookla
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers#challenges
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers#challenges
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Figure 1: Broadband Availability, 25-3 or be�er, by technology (fiber, cable, DSL, licensed fixed wireless) in Pueblo, CO, using H3 hexagons, Level 8
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Figure 2: Broadband Availability, 25-3 or be�er, by technology (cable, DSL, licensed fixed wireless) in Pueblo, CO, using H3 hexagons, Level 8
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Figure 3: Geographic areas with Broadband Serviceable Loca�ons (BSLs) unserved at 25/3 (blank hexagons)
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Each hexagon has only one color. The technologies, in this
visualiza�on are stacked, with fiber on top (since it is typically the
fastest and is preferred under BEAD), followed by cable (the most
likely other choice), followed by DSL / Copper, followed by Licensed
Fixed Wireless.

The BEAD No�ce of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) describes these four
as “reliable” technologies.

One could rearrange the stacking order of the technologies or simply
show one technology at a �me.

In Figure 2 the fiber layer is turned off. One discovers a much larger
cable footprint, sugges�ng that fiber was probably overbuilt on top of
cable just as cable was, at one point, overbuilt on top of DSL (of
course using different physical media).

AT&T, T-Mobile, and Verizon each have fixed broadband offerings.
These o�en cover large areas. They are enabled using each
provider’s 4G and 5G networks. Many wireless (mustard) loca�ons in
Pueblo are obscured in the stack by other technologies. Licensed
fixed wireless service offerings vary by provider and by geography
(more on this later).

Figure 3 is iden�cal to Figure 1 except that it includes “blank”
hexagons. Each of these hexagons includes one or more loca�ons
that are unserved by any of the four technologies at the specified
performance threshold (25-3).

Figure 4 characterizes Pueblo using 2021 FCC 477 data. Each census
block is color coded as qualifying (>=100-20 Mbps, green),
underserved (>=25-3 Mbps, salmon), or unserved (<25-3, mustard).
Census blocks are small and precise in urban areas but large and

imprecise in lightly populated rural areas. Figure 4 is much
less precise in rural areas than Figures 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 5 presents Census block group data showing housing unit
density (HUs per square km). It has a similar look and feel to the data
in Figure 4 in that it provides excellent precision in dense areas but
less precision in rural areas.

Finally, Figures 6 and 7 show a “zoomed in” view. Figure 6 shows the
number of loca�ons (covered or uncovered) in each hexagon. Figure
7 shows the number of units (housing units or businesses). A five-
unit apartment building would be one loca�on with 5 units.
Na�onwide there are 1.4 units per broadband serviceable loca�on.
Areas without any homes or businesses are blank (no hexagons, no
numbers).

Georgia and North Carolina Revisited

Another whitepaper, State of the States: broadband mapping
ini�a�ves at the state level, highlights important state ini�a�ves. It
specifically discusses Georgia and North Carolina. Figure 8 shows the
State of Georgia using hex Level 8 data (25-3 Mbps threshold). Figure
10 similarly shows North Carolina.

Figure 9 is a “deep dive” into the southwest of Georgia and Figure 11
is a “deep dive” into the west of North Carolina. In each case one
sees a wide range of technologies (fiber, cable, DSL, and licensed fixed
wireless) as well as unserved areas, all in close proximity to one
another.

https://broadbandusa.ntia.doc.gov/sites/default/files/2022-05/BEAD%20NOFO.pdf
https://www.att.com/internet/fixed-wireless/
https://www.t-mobile.com/home-internet/gateway
https://www.verizon.com/home/lte-home-internet/
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers#states
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers#states
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Figure 4: Qualifying (>=100-20, green), Underserved (>=25-3, salmon), and Unserved (<25-3, mustard) Based on 2021 477 Data
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Figure 5: Housing Unit Density (HUs/Sq. Km.) by Census Block Group
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Figure 6: Zoomed in View of Pueblo, Showing Loca�ons (BSLs) per Level 8 Hexagon.
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Figure 7: Zoomed in View of Pueblo, Showing Housing Units (Units) per Level 8 Hexagon.
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Figure 8: State of Georgia, Showing 25-3 Coverage (green) per Level 8 Hexagon
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Figure 9: State of Georgia, Southwest, Zoomed in View Showing Covered and Uncovered Areas at 25-3 by Technology
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Figure 10: State of North Carolina, Showing 25-3 Coverage (green) per Level 8 Hexagon
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Figure 11: State of North Carolina, Western Border, Zoomed in View Showing Covered and Uncovered Areas at 25-3 by Technology
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Puerto Rico

The eastern coast of Puerto Rico shows how hexagons interact with
an irregular coastline. In many case a hexagon “snags” only a �ny
piece of land. Any included loca�ons must therefore reside in the
small overlap between land and polygon.

Puerto Rico offers an example of low-lying terrain that turns into
mountains and becomes unpopulated. One can see a lot of dense
geography with broadband service plus other geography with
broadband serviceable loca�ons (BSLs) but no broadband service at
25-3, and less accessible geography with no BSLs.

Mobile Operators and Fixed Broadband

As mobile operators upgrade their networks from 4G (LTE) to 5G (NR)
they are increasingly offering fixed broadband service.

While few consumers would forego a compe��vely priced FTTH
connec�on for fixed 4G/5G service, those in remote areas may find
fixed wireless “good enough”. The consumer can buy a small box and
plug it into the wall and have service. Unlike WISPs that have
historically served remote areas a mobile operator fixed broadband
solu�on is simple and easy to install (no outdoor antenna, no need
for line-of-sight).

The release of fixed and mobile data by the FCC on November 18th

allows a juxtaposi�on of data sets that might help explain this
phenomenon.

Figure 13 shows areas in which licensed fixed wireless providers are
offering fully qualifying (100-20) fixed service. We see services in
three towns in southern Utah: St. George, Cedar City, and Beryl
Junc�on.

Figures 14 and 15 show the 5G footprints of T-Mobile and Verizon. In
each case the faster �er of 5G speed (as categorized by the FCC) is
shown in a brighter color. The 5G networks of AT&T (now shown) and
T-Mobile cover all three towns. The 5G network of Verizon covers St.
George and Cedar City.

Figure 16 shows Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP), an
engineering metric, for the Verizon 5G network. The bright blue color
at each cell site loca�on indicates an excep�onally high quality signal.
As a user moves away from the site the RSRP deteriorates, eventually
becoming red. Each operator has a similar 5G footprint in the two
major towns, although the Verizon RSRP map is par�cularly drama�c.

Seeing the RSRP juxtaposed on top of a map of fixed service offerings
lends credibility to the 100-20 performance claim and suggests that
mobile and fixed are not en�rely separate.

It is also an example of how disparate data sets normally consumed
by different audiences can be combined to tell a revealing story.
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Figure 12: Puerto Rico, Showing Coverage in Green at 25-3, with Loca�ons per L8 Hexagon, Including Hexagons over Jagged Coast
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Figure 13: Utah, Showing Licensed Fixed Wireless Broadband Service at 100-20 Mbps in Level 8 Polygons
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Figure 14: T-Mobile 5G Mobile Service in Utah, at 35-3 Mbps or greater (bright magenta) or 7-1 Mbps or greater (dark magenta)
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Figure 15: Verizon 5G Mobile Service in Utah, at 35-3 Mbps or greater (bright red) or 7-1 Mbps or greater (dark red)
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Figure 16: Verizon 5G Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP), from -50 dBm (blue >> excellent) to -120 dBm (red >> poor)
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Can I Create Similar Maps?

Yes, with a few caveats. BroadbandToolkit.com has developed a set
of hexagon-based tools for fixed broadband (Level 8) and mobile
broadband (Level 9) analyses and is using them today in client
studies. Each takes highly dis�lled data from the November 18th

release of FCC data and enables it to be analyzed and visualized in
various ways.

Each is likely to be released as a toolkit or as an add-on module,
similar to the Technology and Compe��on Module, in the near
future.

Many state broadband offices are interested in finding missing
unserved loca�ons. BroadbandToolkit.com has such a capability that
operates at scale with readily available inputs. It is described in a
January 1st 2023 whitepaper.

Interested? Give us a call (415-346-5393) or send us an email
(support@BroadbandToolkit.com). Let us know what you are
interested in doing. We can almost certainly help.

Additional Resources

Valuable resources include:

White papers:
h�ps://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers

Product Documenta�on:
h�ps://broadbandtoolkit.com/products/infrastructure-essen�als-bead-
toolkit

Disclaimer. This whitepaper reflects one possible view of the subject.
Readers are encouraged to carefully read all original data sources, to
run the numbers themselves, to discuss these concepts,
methodologies, and interpreta�ons with their colleagues and with
other subject ma�er experts, and to consult competent legal counsel
for any issues involving an interpreta�on of the law.

Publica�on Date: January 9, 2023

https://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers#challenges
mailto:support@BroadbandToolkit.com
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/pages/whitepapers
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/products/infrastructure-essentials-bead-toolkit
https://broadbandtoolkit.com/products/infrastructure-essentials-bead-toolkit

